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Lumi Collect
is a wallet for
collectibles
& game assets

What can Lumi Collect do now?

Lumi Collect supports
collectibles & game assets
based on Ethereum and
ERC721 tokens

What are we going to do?

ERC721 tokens are nonfungible assets and that is
their main difference from
ERC20 tokens. Each ERC20
token is equal in value to
another ERC20 token, while
each ERC721 token is unique
with all its own traits written
on the Blockchain.
We consider Lumi Collect
to be the first ‘real’ app for
collectibles, contrary to the
apps whose work is based
on built-in browsers.

Display all collectible assets associated with
your Ethereum address in My Collection tab.
Display all your ETH and oken activity.

Our next release will let Lumi Collect sign
all the smart contracts transactions with a
mobile ETH wallet. When you press “Pay” on a
Dapp website — for example, to breed your
kitties or to send a spaceship on a mission,
the app opens and you sign a transaction
securely.
We’ll most likely add a marketplace for
tokens.

Frequently Asked
Questions that explain
it all
Do you support all of the
existing ERC721 tokens?
What if I have some
ultimately rare tokens?
— It’s the same as with ERC20
tokens: if a token is listed in
the wallet, you can see it in
the app and manage it. If it’s
not, the token is still stored
safely on your ETH address,
but you won’t be able to see
it in the app.

Token ownership history and the prices paid.
We might enable smart contract functions
inside the app — breed, gift, etc.
How are we going to earn money?
Sell ad slots for new games that would like to be
promoted in the “Explore” tab.
Maybe we’ll come up with some other options
:-)

Are your functions for
Collectible assets similar to
those of Metamask?
— In the near future, yes.
Also, with all due respect,
we consider an app solution
more secure than the Web
extension one.
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Collectibles currently available
CryptoKitties

Blockchain Cuties

0xUniverse

Getting ready...
Mycryptons
EtherQuest
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